SPECTATOR Protocols for RMR Power Tournaments DURING COVID v 4.15.21

The State COVID-DIAL and associated CDPHE regulations have been removed. County regulations and local permits
now govern site and facility management for the duration of the RMR Power Series. Still, overall occupancy limits do exist
and the RMR intends to offer a “consistent experience” to players and spectators across the League.
Site Directors will offer “best fit” direction for participants that both meet County Guidelines, and offer safe and fair
conditions for all participants. IN MANY SITES, TEAMS AND SPECTATORS WILL (STILL) HAVE TO “ROTATE” OUT OF
THE GYM WHEN THEY ARE OFF DUTY. Some sites may have additional, reasonable requests that will enhance
everyone’s experience at that site. The RMR asks that you respect the protocols at each site. (If anything seems
dreadfully out of place, please contact the RMR rather than “confronting” your site staff)

Some “RMR POLICIES” remain in effect across the League:
Masks continue to be required indoors. This does include the players active on court. Failure to adhere to this policy by
any individual or team is grounds for removal from competition and site.
All sites will continue to follow the “One-Spectator-per-Player-per-Day Protocol.” The RMR has provided Approved Team
Rosters to each site. Each rostered athlete is granted one spectator per day. (no trading is allowed through the day).
Symptom-checks will be requested: During the Spectator check in each Spectator will be temperature and/or oxygen-level
checked, and asked routine “screening” questions. ANY PERSON MAY BE DENIED ENTRY IF COVID STATUS IS IN
DOUBT. Spectators will be wrist-banded and/or hand stamped.
Registration of all persons who enter the site is mandatory. Each Spectator will be asked to provide contact information
(Name & email). This is to allow “contact tracing” in the event of a COVID concern. A signature from each Spectator will
be collected on the Team Roster. The signature on the Team Roster confirms acknowledgment of the facility rules
regarding Spectator behavior and expectations.

Other policies will vary by site but may include the following common elements:
Group check-in: Teams should check in as a group, and before spectators are allowed to check-in. Teams will likely be
assigned to their respective “camp area” for the day. Players should have their food (snacks & lunches) in their
backpacks. (many sites prohibit food/drink!) The Team Videographer should check in with the Team, but may be asked to
wait to enter later with the Spectators.
Spectators with a given team should also enter the facility as a group. Please expect symptom checks, temperature,
check, etc. Pre-registration via QR code programs or similar may be offered. This will greatly expedite the check-in
process. Spectators who arrive later in the day may or may not be admitted, at the host’s discretion. (Some sites do not
have sufficient staff to manage the check-in process all day, so arrive early!)

THE TEAM AND ITS COACH ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR THE CONDUCT OF THEIR SIGNED-IN SPECTATORS.

Please follow the rules!

Please be respectful to your hard-working, volunteer site staff!

Please ENJOY!

